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In the original paper, the authors presented a mainly numerical argument, relating to different
problems afflicting constant coefficient instantaneous acceleration-based (IAB) models. In
addition, experimental results were shown. The main points of the paper are: (1) showing
justification of the modification of the basic IAB model with respect to a series of transient
flow states; (2) the inability of the IAB model to realistically model certain types of transient
event (in particular, constantly accelerating flows, such as those resulting for valve opening);
(3) the source of damping in the IAB model coming solely from the V/x term; (4) nonexistent (and unrealistic) evolution of the transient wave form; and (5) numerical error as a
possible explanation of the variation in reported k values in the literature.

Different analyses have been known to yield different estimates of wave speed (Jönsson 2001
amongst others). The presence of viscoelastic pipe material, stress radiation into surrounding
media, entrained air, air release, inertial lengths at entrances and exits to reservoirs, fluidstructure interaction, etc. can all serve to modify the apparent wave speed. It is important to
note that different phenomena can cause these wave speed differences, such as wave speeds
derived from timing in a viscoelastic pipe can depend on the distance from the transient

initiation point and can be very different to the wave speed derived from the frequency
method. An intriguing research question is whether or not unsteady friction actually causes a
change to the apparent wave speed? Many higher-order models do not predict any apparent
wave speed change from unsteady friction (Zielke 1968, Vardy and Hwang 1991, Pezzinga
1999, Ghidaoui et al. 2002, Vardy and Brown 2003, 2004, Zhao and Ghidaoui 2006, amongst
others). A quality experimental investigation is required to answer this question, where all
relevant phenomenological behaviours are considered.

The discussers have contributed some of the development behind the original formulation of
instantaneous acceleration-based (IAB) models.

Furthermore, realisations from constant

coefficient IAB models may provide some understanding of the general nature of unsteady
friction. However, it is the opinion of the authors that there might not be a simple IAB-type
model that can simulate all transient event types. Perhaps some evidence of this can be found
in Brunone et al. (2004) where the coefficient k varies in time and space along the pipeline in
a complex manner. Based on the numerical investigation and experimental data presented by
the authors in the original paper weighting function-based models seem a better choice of
unsteady friction model than the IAB model.
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